
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       

March 2017 

Monthly Performance Indicator Report 



Enforcement Program Office Support

SOW 3.1 Document Handling Support

- Provided assistance to the Enforcement Office with document uploaded and retrievals

SOW 3.2 Document Control

- Performed document control functions of mail and incoming correspondence
- Signed, logged, sorted, date stamped, forwarded, and delivered packages
- Held two BLF team meetings to discuss efficiencies opportunities within the process and investigate potential issues 
pertaining to data discrepancies between manufacturer submissions. Developed recommendations to streamline the process, 
add data controls and  ensure an audit trail exists within of the process. Submitted recommended solutions to the COTR.

SOW 3.3 Data Examination and Entry

- Performed data entry and/or data validation support Consumer Letters (CLs), Vehicle Owner Questions (VOQs), Internet 
VOQs (IVOQs), and Service Bulletins (TSBs)
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- Managed the assignment and completion of scanned documents and validated scanned images and indexes of Compliance 
Test Reports; Tire Reports; Compliance Investigations; Investigation Reports; Defect Investigations; Consumer 
Correspondence; Questionnaires; Recall Campaigns and Technical Service Bulletins
- Captured and monitored the number of TSB Identification numbers provided by ODI's contractor to process and scan Mfr. 
Communications
- Continued to revise the Standard Operating Procedure to support the TSB (and Mfr. Communications) Task
- Continued to process and upload the TSB (and Mfr. Communication) documents to the Internal Scanning Server

SOW 3.4 Document Scanning
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- Continued to notify Equipment Plant Code Manufacturers that Part 566, Part 551 and Equipment Plant Codes are available 
through the VPIC's Manufacturer Portal
-Identified applications in Vpic task folder that need required registration submissions
- Sent emails to all  Equipment plant code manufacturers who need to submit required registration submissions.

SOW 3.5 Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) Program Support

TOTAL

APPLICATIONS

LETTERS

BHI 14

GLASS 2

RETREAD 3

NEW_TIRE 8

APPROVED 26

REJECTED 6

UNDER REVIEW 11

PHONE_CALLS 12

E-MAILS 60

SCANNED_DOCUMENTS 0



49 CFR Part 583 (AALA – American Automobile Parts Content Labeling)   
- Format submission letters to conform for Artemis database upload
- Submit AALA quarterly report
- Enter AALA manufacturer’s data into Excel spreadsheet
- Generate new spreadsheets for incoming or omitted vehicles
- Generate report for OMB 2127-0573 Content Labeling
- Answer inquiries regarding percentage of American made car components 

49 CFR Part 595 (Modifiers Database)
- Accept vPIC submissions within database
- Enter incoming submissions of Mobility Dealers
- Follow up with incomplete submissions and provide instructions for correct submissions

Import Petitions 49 CFR Part 592 Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards
- Reviewed Conformity packages and draft error notices
- Pre-Draft Grant Decision Notices
- Address issues of comments, letters of correction and all challenges to petitions.
- Make recommendations for FMVSS vehicle petitions
- Enter information onto Excel spreadsheets
- Pre-Draft Federal Registry Notices

CARS -OVSC Verification and Validation
- Created new manufacturer codes in the manufacturer table
- Created Oct, Nov and Dec 2016 and Jan 2017 monthly test reports for OVSC's approval to be published 
on the NHTSA web site.

General Equipment Division Support:
- Requested for Product Compliance Contact Information
- Generated Script for OVSC Work Summary MS Excel spreadsheet
- Reviewed and reformatted Equipment Investigations SOP
- Generated SOP for procedures for record and relocate investigations and test reports

Google Alert New Report Review and Annotation
- 2500 New Alerts reviewed
- Records Added: 41
- Requests for Policy Reports: 35
- Policy Reports Received: 22

FMVSS No. 108:
- Reviewed past investigations and test reports
- Entered investigations and test reports into CARS
- Verified proper Artemis upload of lab reports and investigations

FMVSS No. 119:
- Reviewed lab report and entered report information into CARS
- Verified Proper Artemis Upload of lab reports
- Reviewed and entered past investigations into CARS

FMVSS No. 218:
- Updated Initial Helmet List Excel Spreadsheet
- QC 2017 Helmet Status Spreadsheet

SOW 3.6 Analytical and Technical Support



- Generated Chronology and Send for Scanning Completed Investigations
- Verified Proper Artemis Upload of Scanned Investigations
- Contacted manufacturers for information verification

FMVSS No. 139:
- Reviewed lab report and entered report information into CARS
- Verified Proper Artemis Upload of lab reports
- Reviewed and entered past investigations into CARS

UTQG
- Reviewed current UTQG standards and test procedures
- Reviewed current UTQG database documents
- Wrote UTQG structure map description
- Wrote UTQG related documents

OVSC Verification and Validation:
- Processed/Sorted older Investigation Files
- Verified and validated if documents were in CARS and/or Artemis
- Submitted documents to be processed, scanned, and uploaded, if necessary

Spreadsheet Logging
- Maintain and Record a log of ACE data entry daily. Excel spread sheet provides a list of ACE filer, entry number, date, and 
Business Rules Hits. (Average of 4,500-5,000 entries are recorded daily)
- Maintain and record U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) admissibility inquiry information daily on a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet.
   - 15 Land Rover; 30 lighting equipment; 10 vehicle others; 1 Vehicle Parts; 2 tires; 1 rim; 1 helmet and 1 seatbelt drafts 
were recorded.
   - Of the total 61 inquiries received 23 were admissible, 33 were inadmissible and 5 are pending status.

OVSC Departmental Planning and Organizational Meetings
- Predicted and prepared for upcoming response requests to increase efficiency.
- Participated in brainstorming sessions to generate new ideas.
- Shared ideas as possible draft responses challenges, progress, new developments, next steps and focused ideas on
efficiency.
- Gained knowledge on response preparation information.
- Evaluated response solutions.
- Reviewed previous responses involving Land Rover, various types of lighting, vehicle and parts.

OVSC Records Maintenance
- Maintain updated files.
- Answer queries by searching and retrieving files.
- Updates file information.
- Process all incoming and outgoing correspondence.
- Add new files to archives.
- Modify or purge entries.
- Destroy out dated and unnecessary response data files.
- Create new folders and files.
- Check to ensure files are complete.
- Aid staff in retrieving information.
- Store and extract file information from computers.

Canadian Conformity Packages
New project started within the past two months to assist Import and Compliance with processing a backlog of Canadian 



import packages
- Reviewed statement of conformity and associated documents which were submitted to obtain release of DOT conformance 
bonds covering numerous Canadian-certified vehicles imported into the United States. A total of 4,814 applications were 
reviewed. 

Items reviewed included but were not limited to:
- Outstanding Safety Recalls
- Missing Manufacture Certification Labels
- Missing Manufacture Registered Imported (RI) Certification labels
- FMVSS 138: Tire Pressure Monitor Systems
- Statement of Conformity
- HS-7 Declaration
- FMVSS 101: Controls & Displays
- Ineligible Vehicle Models 2010-2014

Monthly Performance Indicator Report - March 2017

OVSC SharePoint website: 
- Responded to user experiencing an error message regarding space availability on the site.  After investigating and consulting 
with experienced users as well as testing for known causes of some errors (folder depth or too many folders within folders) 
or file names too long, there appeared to be no reason why SharePoint would run out of space for a negligent number of 
files compared to its capacity, the outcome was inconclusive. But, following a ‘time out’ on the site, trying again, resolved 
itself with no error and work could resume. 

- As users began uploading files to the site, other changes were necessary to continue tweaking the functionality; name 
changes for folders and headings, additional areas to provide more easily accessible files and other rearrangements to make 
using SharePoint more attractive.  
 
- Began testing various designs and layouts for a new section called “Bulletin Board” items, on the home page. Will 
implement this new section as soon as specific dates are provided as the intention is to serve as a permanent reminder of 
due dates for reoccurring deliverables. This will reinforce calendar dates. 

Document Handling Standard Operating Procedures (SOP):
- After receiving requests for individual sections, from the client, it has been decided that a combined SOP is not as efficient 
as originally planned. Therefore, began reformatting to create individual SOPs and reviewing to ensure that each section has 
everything needed to complete the instructions that were previously combined at the front of the document. 

- Completed first draft of Electronic Vehicle Owners Questionnaire (EVOQ) SOP, including a flowchart. There are several 
processes that combine to make the EVOQ process; working in Artemis to retrieve the Hotline entered customer complaints, 
emailing the customer to review and add to the complaint, receiving reply’s from the consumer either by email or (mostly) 
mail and adding additional information to the Artemis file as well as uploading the correspondences to the Artemis 
repositories. The processes also include scanning, redacting and recording as necessary. The SOP and flowchart reflect each 
area of these processes and describes how each is performed.

SOW 3.7 Documentation Support
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Contract Management
- Monitored contract oversight and performance of the Enforcement Support Services Contract
- Coordinated efforts and attended management meetings on the short term PII Redaction project
- Onboarded three employees to backfill vacant positions
- Prepared and delivered weekly reports documenting the progress on the Manufacturer Communication project. 
- Program Manager was turned over from Barry Ford to Jamuna Sundararajan

Process Improvement / Management Meetings
- Developed and submitted a whitepaper with a proposal to automate a portion of the TSB/Manufacturer Communication 
data entry process. Due to a change in law in and lawsuit filed against the agency the volume of TSB/Manufacturer 
Communications coming into the agency has drastically increased with all of those being required to be made available to the 
public. The whitepaper proposes a method to automate a portion of that data entry. 
- New Program Manager and Project Manager met with ODI Office Director and COTR to discuss opportunities and alignment 
of BLF operations with current ODI business needs. BLF submitted the whitepaper in this meeting. 
- New Program Manager and Project Manager attended a follow up meeting with the COTR and the OCIO Office Director to 
further discuss the whitepaper and proposed solution to automate a portion of the TSB/Manufacturer communication data 
entry process. 
- New Program Manager and Project Manager met with VDD-A Division Chief and COTR to discuss opportunities for 
automation and the need and role of a Data Steward
- New Program Manager met with the Contracting Officer to discuss Novation requirements and the overall performance of 
the contract

Petition Management 
- Updated OVSC petition tracking sheet and status sheet pertaining to the status of petitions, published petitions, and 
   petitions sent within Enforcement
- Provided a summary of the manufacturer’s petition to the Petition Manager for the Receipt Notice 
- Provided packaged Receipt Notices and decision notices to the Petition Manager for review
- Processed all incoming petitions and coordinated with the docket office to request docket numbers and to upload 
   copies of the petitions and 573’s
- Assisted with the submission of final petition notices to the Federal Register and Public Affairs for review/publication
- Assisted with the circulation and tracking of petition decision notices to be circulated to other offices for review 

Office Support
- Processed, packaged and distributed all incoming and outgoing  Express mail packages and processed, packaged and 
   distributed all incoming and outgoing letters (number below)
- Performed modifications to OVSC’s internal manufacturer contact list for manufacturers
- Processed e-mails from OVSC Public e-mail box to the respective Compliance Engineer (53)
- Performed modifications to PDF fillable form to support the Enforcement Office
- Tracked internal control packages for OVSC's review and assisted in assuring timeliness (50)

Vehicle Acquisition
- Received initial vehicle transfer documents to organize and prepare for Compliance Engineer
- Performed quality control checks for all incoming vehicle acquisition folders
- Performed data entry of current and previous year information into vehicle acquisition tracking sheet
- Assisted in the vehicle test program disposals/cleanup

SOW 3.8 Administrative Support
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CAFE

SOW 3.2 Administrative Support

- Created the GM, Hyundai, and Kia MY 2015 Credit Status Letters, conducted quality control on each, and submitted to OVSC 
for approval.
- Created the GM and Hyundai MY 2015, and Kia MYs 2014 and 2015 Credit Shortfall Letters, conducted quality control on 
each, and submitted to OVSC for approval.
- Updated the BMW MY 2015 Credit Status Letter based on the BMW refund and carry back transaction, conducted quality 
control on each, and submitted to OVSC for approval.
- Created the Mobility Ventures MY 2014 Credit Status and Credit Shortfall Letters, conducted quality control on each, and 
submitted to OVSC for approval.
- Began creating folders on the OVSC SharePoint site based on the new OVSC-approved file path structure, and began copying 
CAFE files stored on the H:drive to the OVSC SharePoint site.
- Reviewed and edited OVSC’s new introduction to the Projected Fuel Economy Performance Report.- Created investigation 
case files, and copied them over to the OVSC SharePoint site.

SOW 3.3 Data Collection, Credit Tracking and Reporting

- Updated draft versions of the MY 2015 PIC Reports (Fleet Performance, Manufacturer Performance, Credit Status, Civil 
Penalties, and Flex Fuel/AMFA) with MY 2014 and 2015 Kia, and MY 2014 Mobility Ventures data, conducted quality control 
on each, and submitted to OVSC for approval.
- Initiated a refund of $4,599,375 for BMW’s 2006 IP fleet in the CAFE Database.
- Completed a carry back of 836,250 credits from BMW-IP-2009 to BMW-IP-2006 in the CAFE database.
- Updated the MY 2015 Civil Penalty and Credit Status PIC Reports based on the BMW refund and carry back transaction, 
conducted quality control on each, and submitted to OVSC for approval.
- Converted all MY 2015 PIC Reports to PDF format.
- Continued analyzing the effect incremental improved fuel economy (+1, +2, +3 MPG) would have on VW's 2012, 2013, and 
2014 fleet, and submitted to OVSC for review.
- Conducted a detailed analysis of Nissan’s credit transactions and status for its MY 2010 and MY 2011 DP and IP fleets, and 
submitted the results to OVSC.
- Reviewed OEM PMY 2017 Reports, extracted and compiled A/C, off-cycle, and pickup credit data. Extracted and compiled 
OEM A/C and off-cycle credit data from EPA’s GHG Emission Standards for Light-Duty Vehicles Manufacturer Performance 
Report for the 2015 MY. Analyzed data and identified OEMs that did not submit A/C, off-cycle, and pickup truck incentive data 
in their PMY 2017 Reports. Submitted analysis and results to OVSC for review.
- Researched potential lightweighting GHG/FC credit for Liteflex’s composite leaf springs. Compiled background, analysis, and 
conclusions in a summary document, and submitted to OVSC for review.
- Reviewed GM, Ford, Hyundai/Kia, and BMW’s light-duty off-cycle petitions, compiled questions and comments in a summary 
document, and submitted to OVSC for review.
- Conducted a comprehensive review of the data (fuel economy performance, fuel economy standard, and production volume 
values for each compliance category) used to create the MMY 2016/PMY 2017 Projected Fuel Economy Performance Report 
to identify any and all discrepancies between the OEM MMY 2016 and PMY 2017 Reports, and the 2016/2017 Projected Fuel 
Economy Performance Report, compiled findings in a summary report, and submitted it to OVSC for review.

SOW 3.4 Validation Testing

- Continued working on the first draft of Test Procedure 523 (TP-523-00) and submitted to OVSC for review.

SOW 3.5 Process Improvement

- Created a list of the current issues with the New CAFE Database, designated those critical to completing MY 2015 
compliance, and submitted the list to OVSC.
- Reviewed the OVSC’s current process for collecting and aggregating PMY and MMY data from OEMs, and creating the 
Projected Fuel Economy Performance Report. Created a summary document that described the process, identified potential 
steps where errors could be introduced, and presented process improvements; and submitted it to OVSC.

SOW 3.6 Additional Duties

- Continued work on Enforcement Guidance Memo (EGM) providing guidance to manufacturers on Vehicle Classification, and 
submitted to OVSC for review.



- Reviewed and edited OVSC’s Enforcement Guidance Letter for submitting A/C, off-cycle, and pickup truck incentive data in 
OEM-submitted PMY 2017 reports.- Drafted email reminding OEMs to submit their Final Reports to NHTSA as well as EPA.
- Began gathering information on Ferrari’s preference to be treated as an independent manufacturer for CAFE Program 
purposes.



Process Improvement Recommendations
- Held internal team meeting to discuss efficiencies and opportunities to provide TAD (EWR) with value added support
- Delivered a recommendation to the Acting Division Chief outlining the following five opportunities to provide additional 
value add support
   - Field Report Analysis and Referral Monthly Report
   - White Paper for First Responders for Early Warning Reporting
   - Check EWR Manufacturer Quarterly Submissions for Completeness
   - Update EWR Website and the Federal Register
   - EWR Manufacturer Letter Writing Campaign

White Paper for First Responders for Early Warning Reporting
- The intent of this white paper is to respond to the IG Report for ODI by presenting an opportunities to improve the quality 
and timeliness of data that TAD receives. The proposal is to run a pilot program (3 to 6 months) with staff located at 
dealership repair shops to capture data directly as the repairs are being done. 

Compliance Progress / Workflow 

Continued assisting Early Warning Reporting (EWR) manufacturers, of Buses, Emergency Vehicles, Light Vehicles, Medium-
Heavy Vehicles, Motorcycles, Trailers, Equipment, and Child Restraint Systems, that meet TREAD Act reporting requirements. 
The Act requires EWR manufacturers to report, periodically or upon request, information received from domestic or foreign 
sources that may assist in the identification of safety defects.  Manufacturers are required to include production number, 
incidents involving death and injury, property damage claims, warranty claims, consumer complaints and field reports in their 
quarterly submissions:

- Responding to telephone calls, and retrieving telephone messages
- Troubleshooting and reconciling problems preventing online submission, in ARTEMIS, of Aggregate, Death and Injury, and 
Substantially Similar Vehicle reports
- Directing manufacturers to sources of problem resolution
- Generating Missing and Rejected Submission Reports 
- Emailing, and making follow-up telephone calls to manufacturers regarding Missing and/or Rejected submissions
- Processing and uploading submissions, to ARTEMIS, that manufacturers emailed to the Helpdesk
- Entering, scanning, and uploading communication updates, to ARTEMIS, received from manufacturers regarding 
Primary/Secondary contact information changes, etc.
- Re-setting ARTEMIS Passwords
- Chronologically recording/tracking correspondence using eTrack’s Compliance Helpdesk Correspondence Tracking Call Log:

- One Hundred Twenty-Seven (127) - Submissions Received by Email /Submitted for EWR Manufacturers
- One Hundred Forty-Two (142) - Email Requests for Submission
- Forty-Three (43) - Telephone Requests for Submission
- Ninety-Eight (98) - Emails (questions, answers, assistance)
- Twenty-Seven (27) - Telephone Calls (updates, questions, assistance)
- One Hundred Thirty-Two (132) - Accepted Submissions
- Twenty-Seven (27) - Rejected Submissions

Field Report Review and Annotation Progress / Workflow (Team B) *

Continued reviewing and annotating Field Reports to ensure language that is considered of interest to investigators is not 
being missed by the Bayesian Filter scoring: 

SOW 3.1 Outreach/Compliance

Early Warning Reporting (EWR)
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- Assigning a NO set for Bayesian Filter Training to Reports that did not contain language requiring further investigation

- Selecting ODI Review for Reports that required further investigation.
Five Hundred Seventy-Eight (578) (2016/Q2) Field Reports with a Bayesian Filter Score of 2-3 Outstanding from Previous 
Month:
- Three Hundred Three (303) Reviewed/Annotated
- Two Hundred Seventy-Five (275) Sent to ODI for Review

Began Review/Annotation of (2016/Q3) Reports with a Bayesian Filter Score of > 2 (1371)
-T wo Hundred Ninety-Two (292) Reviewed/Annotated
- Forty-Eight (48) Sent to ODI for Review

* Numbers Reviewed/Annotated were sent to EWR Screening staff for inclusion in the monthly report/cumulative reporting.

Foreign Recalls and Other Safety Campaigns Progress / Workflow

Continued responding to emails from manufacturers that must notify the Early Warning (EW) Division, within five (5 days), 
when they have determined, or have received a report from a foreign government that has determined, the need for a Recall 
or Other Safety Campaign in a foreign country, due to a safety related defect, and or noncompliance with a Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS), with respect to a motor vehicle, item of motor vehicle equipment, or tire that is identical or 
substantially similar to a motor vehicle, item of motor vehicle of equipment, or tire that is sold or offered for sale in the 
United States:
 

- Entering requisite information from the Report into the Foreign Recalls Report Spreadsheet located on Network Drive: 
K:\NVS217\ForeignCampaigns.
- Assigning a Foreign Campaign Number (FCN), derived from an alphanumeric number identifying each report ODI receives on 
the Foreign Recalls Report Spreadsheet.
- Sending an email to the manufacturers acknowledging receipt of the Report within one-two (1-2) business days after 
receipt, including the FCN assigned to the Report. As the FCN is used to track all of the information associated with the Recall 
it is provided to the manufacturer to use when sending supplemental information on the same Recall, etc.
- Entering requisite information from the Report into ARETMIS; searching for past Foreign Recall Information by 
Manufacturer, Product, Component, Correspondence Research Division (CRD) Information (Complaints, Pursuits, Recalls, and 
Technical Service Bulletin entities), as well as Field Report Information (Death, Injury, Fire, Crash, Rollover, and ODI Review 
attributes) and denoting this information accordingly.
- Adding supplemental information to an initial Report submission to the Foreign Recalls Report Spreadsheet, entering the 
date the supplemental information was received, entering and highlighting the supplemental information in red ink, as 
appropriate.
- Sending an email to the manufacturers acknowledging receipt of the Supplemental Report, including the FCN in the Subject 
field of the email, using the FCN when adding the supplemental information to the manufacturer’s record in ARTEMIS.
- Sending Foreign Recall Documents to the Scanning Station when completed.
- Checking the ARTEMIS Repositories to ensure the documents were scanned correctly.
- Maintaining hardcopy of all documents for eventual storage.

- Nineteen (19) Foreign Recall and Other Safety Campaign Reports Received/ Acknowledged/Processed



Files Scanned (PDF) 0
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AI CI DI Field Reports < 3.00 Field Reports > 3.00Document Type

Total Documents Processed 0 0 46 870 1502

46 D&I reports were reviewed comprising:

-Period 20156Q3 
- Deaths:  25 
Injuries:  21

2372 field reports were reviewed and summarized, comprising:

2016Q2
- Bayesian scores 2.00 to 2.99:  578

2016Q3
- Bayesian scores 3.00 and greater:  1502
- Bayesian scores less than 2.99:  292

-Performed analysis of field report submissions by the top ten  manufacturers. Provided TAD with a report indicating the 
frequency and volume of field reports submitted by those manufacturers over the past three years by quarter
- Developed the framework for a monthly report and a process to streamline referrals to TAD

SOW 3.2 Field Report Annotation



 

RECALL NO. MANUFACTURER VOLUME SUBJECT 
17F-048 

17F-049 

VOLVO 2462 Door locks-
temperature 

POLARIS 1480 Audible warning lamp 
17F-050 SUZUKI 15103 Emission diagnostic sys 
17F-051 MITSUBISHI 276 Undercoating spraying 
17F-052 MERCEDES BENZ 55 Side marker lamp 
17F-053 

17F-054 

MERCEDES BENZ 884 Incorrect coding-
control unit 

MERCEDES BENZ 686 Software error 
17F-055 

17F-056 

17F-057 

17F-058 

17F-059 

MERCEDES BENZ-
SMART 

7 Mirrorlink function 

NISSAN 177 Vehicle specification 
changes 

HONDA 20,420 Manufacturing process, 
molding failure 

MAZDA 3773 Automatic headlight 
leveling system 
programming issue 

Setra 278 Electrical short circuit 
17F-060 

17F-061 

17F-062 
17F-063 

17F-064 
17F-065 

17F-066 

Nissan  
3117 

Rear right 
protector 

wheel arch 

Bentley 216 Electric power steering 
assistance 

BMW 1310 Power supply system 
Mitsubishi 12000 Passenger side frontal 

airbag inflator 
Mitsubishi 52000 Steering gear box 
Toyota 2394000 Front driver/passenger 

side airbag inflator 
Subaru 555102 Front passenger side 

airbag inflator. 
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SOW 3.1 Administrative Support

-Created billings for outside party use of the Facility traction test track
-Performed 8 daily mail retrievals from central mail center

SOW 3.2 Program Support

-Logged and filed invoices, and tracked monthly bills
-Received, processed, and responded to requests from outside parties to reserve the use of the traction test facility
-Performed wet surface monitoring on test track
-Fueled vehicles: 9 instances
-Created base pass requests for outside testers

SOW 3.3 Facility Maintenance

-Performed monthly inspection of facility, equipment, and vehicles
-Cleaned rust from Tire balance machine spindle and spindle locks: cleaned rusted bolts and rim clamp on tire mount 
machine, and re-lubricated after cleaning
-Cleaned rust from wheels in wheel inventory and painted flanges to protect from further rust damage
-Returned 7 empty 5 water gallon jugs in exchange for 7 full jugs from Culligan Water Co.
-Removed battery from New Superior broom to start old Massey Furguson Tractor Broom: aired up tires and ran tractor to 
cycle fluids and remove flat spots from tires

SOW 3.4 Monitor Safety

-Maintained and tracked material safety data sheet (MSDS) files, inventory of the flammables and lubricants cabinet

SOW 3.5 Monitor Calibrations

-Maintained calibration sheets and electronic database
-Sent in 2 pieces of test equipment to Tektronix for annual calibration
-Received 1 piece of test equipment back from Tektronix

SOW 3.6 Inventory

- Dismounted 17 completed 16” control tires
-Moved 20 - 14” control tires from SATF to offsite storage facility
-Moved 70 GTR round 4 test tires from offsite storage to SATF
-Moved 16 - 16” BCWR control tires from offsite storage to SATF
-Moved 80 GTR round 3 test tires from offsite storage to SATF
-Mounted & balanced 80 4th round GTR test tires
-Re-organized wheel storage
-Organized inventory of GSA sale tires
-Shipped Chrysler Pacifica, Ford Escape, and Honda Civic

SOW 3.7 Traction Maintenance

-Troubleshot transducer problems on New F350 traction truck to determine if transducer or truck was the
     potential problem and coordinated results with Dynatest
-Swapped shocks on old traction trailer to repair trailer leveling issues

SOW 3.8 Testing

- Completed testing on Honda Civic including gradual deflation supplemental testing with NHTSA Engineer
          Kerrin Bressant and submitted data for report
-Proofread FMVSS 138 reports: 2 instances

SOW 3.9 Test Equipment and Vehicles

No reporting data for this period.



Invoices 3

Test Reports - Traction 0

Test Reports - 110/138 3

Phone Calls 0

Monthly Compliance Report 1

Total 7 0 11 43 20 16 1 1

0 3 12 12 16 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 3 0 3 0 0 0

0 0 19 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0



Recall Support

5 14 0

109 99 99

Phone E-mail Chat
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RMP Helpdesk Metrics (Incoming and Response):

Recalls:

TSB:

No. of TSB's Referred to TSB ReviewerNo. of TSB's Verified in ArtemisNo. of TSB's Reviewed

000

SOW 3.2 Data Processing

- Uploaded 10 supporting documents
- Ran a report to determine the volume of VOQs designated for L1-Recalls Administrative in ACM since September and also 
trended the weekly and daily average for the past two months. Discussed a possible solutions to aid the Recalls Management 
Division with performing a screening of these reports and submitted a proposal for categories the VOQs to expedite Recalls 
Management Division's review. Awaiting feedback and a finalized list of categories.

SOW 3.3 - 3.5 Document Handling, Customer Support, and Quality Monitoring



- Entered data from incoming correspondence and scan and redact non-electronic document(s)
- Retrieved and updated correspondence records stored in Artemis with additional information 
- Drafted responses to basic correspondence (excluding congressional correspondence)
- Informed consumers via written communications of any existing investigation or recall on their vehicle
- Performed queries, using ARTEMIS, for existing pursuits (investigations), recalls, and complaints from other consumers 
which are similar in content to the letter, or complaint received
- Updated the ARTEMIS database by entering the type of response letter, the respondent, the draft due
date, and the response date of the letter
- Uploaded response letters to the ARTEMIS repository, as needed
- Approximately 2595 documents were reviewed/verified in ARTEMIS
- Approximately 2595  hundred accession numbers were recorded in ARTEMIS

Correspondence Research Division

Doc. Logged Pages Scanned Pages Redacted

Consumer Letter 152

Congressional/Control Correspondence 8

Response Letter 121

Total 324

E-Mail 2

No Answer Required 41 253 253

1371 953

76 76

229 229

1932 1514

3 3

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Drafted Finalized Mailed

SOW 3.1 Administrative Support

Pursuits

Doc./CD 
Scanned

Pages 
Scanned

Doc. 
Redacted

Pages 
Redacted

Doc. 
Private 
Upload

Doc. 
Public 
Upload

Doc. 
Quality 
Control

QC Page

0 57 15391 0 0 11

0 57 15391 0 0 11

0 0 0 0 00

Document 
Type

ODI Pursuits 0

TOTAL 0

CD 0

3237

3237

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

QC 
Excel/Access 
Lines

Redact 
Excel/Access 
Lines

Records Retention

Boxes 
inventoried

Reports 
identified/reviewed

Boxes 
labeled

Damaged 
boxes/barcodes 
replaced

Discrepancies

VOQ's/Complaints 0

Total 31 2595 19 0 2

0 0 0 0

Investigations 31

Recalls 0

Miscellaneous 
Boxes

0

Type of 
Documents 
Received

19 0 0

2595 0 0 2

0 0 0 0



- Monitored ACM que and Assisted in maintaining VDD sub-IE case flow
      -  1,501 VOQs assigned to sub-IE cases
      - backlog at beginning of month was roughly 800 and has been cut to around 150
- Monitored ACM que for L1-Other and corrected missing data to allocate to VDD L1 for review
   - 696 VOQs reassigned to the proper VDD Division
   - backlog at beginning of month was roughly 300 and has been cut to around 100. All 100 have been investigated and 
additional information from the consumer is needed. Consumers have been contacted for the required information.

Defects Assessment

SOW 3.1 Defects Assesment



Artemis Data Quality Support

SOW 3.2 Artemis Data Quality

Ensured Artemis users access to complete and accurate product data
- Ensured product data met ARTEMIS type and quality standards
- Manual Products: 349
- Product Updates: 290
- EWR Products: 321
- To Be Determined Product Reviews/Updates: 530
- Special Activities: Artemis user account management (new account creation and password resets)
-Early Injury IVOQ Identification: 325

SOW 3.3 Ad-Hoc Queries

- Prepared Monthly Defect Investigation report
- Produced Random EVOQ sample report
- Provided adhoc Artemis query support (Language, VIN, Injuries, TSB's and TBD's)

SOW 3.4 Artemis System Release Development, Validation, and Compliance/Certification Testing

No reporting data for this period.
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